Torn with America, digging my own ditch. Slaving to survive just too cater to the rich. Stressing to discover self identity; while my back's against the wall just too feed the family. Pressures, shame, addictions, the pains! Isn't life defying enough without added strain?? How must we move forward towards a more promised horizon; under the Administration of Joe W. Biden? The School shootings, gun killings, soaring inflation heavily thick within the air. Increased poverty-violence, homelessness everywhere! But Billions are spent toward's Ukraine's warfare. My optimism endures very low, viewing America as just a Ghetto.

My tension's inflated...hope deflated. I'm scratching, clawing too be liberated. As a man with honor, a Brother who cares! Not too be shackled down in merciless snares. Affluent men, this is how they planned it. Devising dark laws is California's habit. Look on the television and all you'll see is: destruction, police brutality, political debauchery. Strict policies are keeping our families far split apart; in order that we'll loose all love of heart. The space race, nuclear waste, Biden lying to the nation with a straight face. Global warming & pollution, no solutions. What is the end conclusion?? The beginning of sorrows GOD's word fortold long ago, it's 2023, and America is just a Ghetto.

Still, there's segregation, too many regulations. Why has policies destroyed our young childrens education? a complex puzzle where pieces don't fit. And police have the audacity to arrest women for, turning tricks. What's up! How much more must we take? The rich become richer, while we clash with one another for a paper chase. Existing in moderation, but green grass no longer grows; GOD's our only hope, for America is just a Ghetto.

AMERICA PART 2.

PEOPLE WAKE UP! CAN YOU SMELL THE INSANITY OF THESE TIMES?  SELF DESTRUCTION IS THE CASE, CAPITALISM IS THE CRIME

America devalues men and women equivalent to a mouse. People who worked hard for this country, but don't own a house. Inadequate funding, fading hope; eternal values are at hand. But thanks to the system the divine entity is slowly sucked up out of women and men.

Without virtue, and no support leaves him/her constantly on the run. Someone please protest why our cities are so flooded with all these drugs & guns??? Women, today the younger generation run's a great risk! Lacking leadership, ethics, their values are not crisp. Encourage LOVE, WISDOM, and SOUND TRUTH. For without these factors children cannot establish their true roots. As politicians heist common folks money too obtain a lucrative high. By charging a child's simple elementary education, my...my...my.

PEOPLE WAKE UP! CAN YOU SMELL THE INSANITY OF THESE TIMES?  SELF DESTRUCTION IS THE CASE, CAPITALISM IS THE CRIME

A spreading addicting venom lurks in political life: prejudice, greed, unconventional strife. Individualism is the toxicant felt upon the planet, increasing: slums, violence, drugs selling rampant. Its reached a point to where I cannot stand it! For corrupt capitalism is today's modern bandit. Large Bankers, industriutrial companies, political leaders. They all think the same. With much-much affluence, no empathy within, to them everyone & everything is fair game. But to share their wealth with others is a topic disliked; they'd hold secret sessions then conclude, "okay time to fight."

If the powers that be should spark World War III, they would concur, "to kill becomes necessity, who cares about underclass slobs, they're mere casualties of war, our armament rolls like the mob. I felt today's technologies would render the World-better with cures and with solutions. Instead it's left people discouraged/outraged chasing nothing but illusions. America, never exerted a government that embraced her people, never did operate too have all men and women live as equals. To extend human rights, adequate housing, and give back too her fellow man. Rather it concludes genocide, that was segment to Adolf Hitler's plans.

PEOPLE WAKE UP! CAN YOU SMELL THE INSANITY OF THESE TIMES?  SELF DESTRUCTION IS THE CASE, CAPITALISM IS THE CRIME

QUOTE: "Whatever America hopes to bring to pass in the world, must first come to pass, in the heart of America." Dwight D. Eisenhower, 34th U.S. president

B.E. The Truth
July 21st 2023
California's felony punishments destroys families with vile aggression. Judges handing down life sentences; warehousing men and women into State Prisons. In this rigid world of strict regulations, direct orders, found guilty by any reason necessary. Is to continually smear a man or woman from their freedom. I once had HONOR, INTEGRITY, RESPECT and GOOD NATURED. Once I became a convict, all those good traits vanished.

That brief narration is the product of what I once was. A proud Father, a devoted Husband, an enthusiastic young man wanting just to be accepted for who I was. My concepts I had too share, my beliefs and respecting the interest of others, who either needed assistance or just a kind word, I was there for you. My dreams suddenly turned into a nightmare in December of 1994. A bad choice of action lift me in the venter of a terrible crime, which enabled me helpless, broken hearted, shocked, and very afraid in the entangled web for being a transgressor of the law.

I was not truly guilty, but I could not remedy my case. I wrote my Attorney a detailed description of my regretful crime. However, he told lie after lie right in front of my face. With my Attorney against me I was through. Then the Judge pronounced sentence, "a life term he must do."

Arriving at San Quentin, the situation didn't get better. I entreated legal help and enclosed within five tiers of ravaged men that also felt the terror. Can society feel my pain? Does society see my grief? Do they explore my most deepest regret or debate that my life wasn't fully complete?

Separated from my family, detached from my way of life and ties. Now a prisoner, scum of the earth, does society detest my bitter cries? What more do you want? I made a terrible choice, a unfortunate mistake. I'll never out live my crime, look deeply into my face.

For no amount of time can ever bring back a life. I've forgiven myself, but I still must deal with prison strife. I become HAPPY, I LAUGH, I feel others' pains. I'm filled with GLEE, but still careful for any prisoner can stick me. I become DEPRESSED and EXCITED as a child. I become HOPEFUL. Being a prisoner will last for a long while.

We are all human, we put are pants on one leg at a time. Now you want to condemn me for life for my very first crime. I survive another day in this house of pain and hard knocks with no buffer. Prisoners are human too, and yes, we do suffer. Regardless of my accomplishments, my maturity, GODLY foundation, how remorseful I be. A life term is a slow death sentence that has forsaken me, yes prisoners do suffer.

QUOTE: "Until justice is blind to color, until education is unaware of race. Until opportunity is unconcerned with the color of men's skins, emancipation will be a proclamation, but not a fact." Lyndon B. Johnson, Vice President
The justice system misconceived me, leaving me demoralized and twisted. Justice had data of my crime, my cultural poverty and age. But nothing prevailed noting me as being gifted.

I've earned letters of commendation, cash bonus awards, honorably discharged from the military twice. A medal of meritorious achievement; yet justice ignored these accomplishments for their own dark conceivement.

Justice insulted my honor, tainted my character then coerced my wife. Justice rendered a harsh sentence, and convicted me for life.

Justice never noted saving my younger brother's life. Never acknowledged my diplomas, instead labeled me as a criminal's way of life.

I know in my heart, that I am still and shall always be a GOOD MAN, GOD's my symbol. But justice tainted me, perceiving me as only another common criminal.

QUOTE: "A government big enough to give you everything you want. Is a government big enough to take everything you have." Gerald R. Ford, 38th U.S. president.

D.E.T. The Truth
July 26th 2022